YOUR CATALYST FOR GROWTH™

The RISK-FREE
SOURCING SOLUTION™
QUALITY . ASSURED
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HOW DO WE ENSURE
THAT YOUR SOURCING
IS RISK-FREE?
Risk-Free means eliminating any concerns or dangers with
offshore purchases. This allows you to focus your attention on your
most important responsibility… your customers. Risk-Free also
The
means you don’t have to pay for your order until it is received at
SOURCING SOLUTION™
your warehouse and you have inspected it. GCP will handle all of
QUALITY . ASSURED
the details from purchase order to product delivery.

RISK-FREE
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From Day-One, GCP’s mission has been to “Develop and Maintain
Long Term Mutually Beneficial Relationships”. Our goal is for the
relationship to be Risk-Free for everyone involved in the supply
chain starting with you the customer and finishing with the supplier
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The Opportunity Qualifier™
All opportunities are not equal.
We believe it is best to find out
upfront if a real incentive exists
before proceeding to source
your product requirements.
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The Vital Factors Checklist™
This step helps you identify your
essential criteria; from product
specs to communication and
packaging. This allows GCP to
choose The GCP Approved
Supplier™ that will meet your
market requirements.

Looking for
product
savings?

The Vital Factors Confirmation™
After receiving your container we
ask you to confirm the information
on The Vital Factors Checklist™. If
something is not up to your
standards, tell us and GCP’s Quality
Management Program kicks into
high gear, to resolve the issues
quickly.

The Risk-Free Trial Order™
After approving the product
samples, we ask you to place a
trial order to confirm acceptable
performance. It is Risk-Free
because if the product does not
perform, you do not pay.
If it works, you pay and proceed
to full container orders.

The Real Savings Formula™
GCP will match your technical and
cost requirements to create
Strategic Alignment between you,
GCP and The GCP Approved
Supplier™. This will ensure the best
sourcing solution for your
needs.

Want a new
product
developed?

Need to consolidate
your supplier
base?

